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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is an example of when the query cache would avoid roundtrips to the database? 

A. repetitive master-detail requests 

B. drill through reports 

C. reports with multiple queries 

D. drill down reports 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer may improve the look and feel of a dashboard or story by adding images and shapes from the Widgets
panel. Which statement is true when adding widgets to a dashboard? 

A. The widgets panel may contain an Image library tab that the administrator made available 

B. Images may only be made available by URL reference. 

C. Images can be uploaded to the Image through the upload option on the widgets panel. 

D. Text widgets may only be positioned vertically or horizontally. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true when formatting text in a dashboard crosstab or table? 

A. Table summary row may be formatted with a different color. 

B. Column formatting gets inherited for the table/crosstab summary row. 

C. Column titles may be individually formatted in any font/color/size. 

D. The default object does not wrap text, but it is an option. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the difference between a Cognos Analytics Story and Dashboard? 

A. Stories use report objects to present information in an exported format whilst a dashboard is interactive. 
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B. A dashboard is a Cognos Analytics story. 

C. Dashboards are live and interactive whereas a Story is the notes attached to the dashboard that help explain the
content of a widget. 

D. A story adds to a dashboard\\'s capability by augmenting it with animation and scene changes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the significance of \\'Clothes\\' in the following filter expression of a report query? [Product Group] = # sq(
prompt( \\'productgroups\\', \\'token\\', \\'Clothes\\' ) )# 

A. \\'Clothes\\' is the default text to include in the generated query at runtime. 

B. The string \\'Clothes\\' will precede the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

C. The string \\'Clothes\\' will be appended to the end of the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

D. \\'Clothes\\' is a required value to include in the generated query at runtime. 

Correct Answer: C 
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